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Insurance bonds re-invented  
– a tax paid master fund
By Ross J Higgins Managing Director, Austock Life Limited

Financial advisers have a new way to improve after-tax investment 
performance for higher taxed clients.

By using imputation bonds, they can combine the long-established taxation 
benefits of an insurance bond with an innovative, re-engineered investment  
structure offering 19 investment options. This radically changes the bond’s 
performance capabilities working a bit like a mini-master fund, enabling access 
to a menu of specific managed funds under a tax-paid investment environment. 
These include a range of wholesale managed funds offered by Perpetual, UBS, 
Tyndall, Credit Suisse and Vanguard. 

The bonds are growth accumulation investments. They do not distribute income 
– all  gains (both income and capital) from the underlying managed funds are 
automatically reinvested in each of the bond’s 19 investment portfolios. This 
means the pool of investable funds is bigger (due to the personal tax savings) 
and investment compounding benefits are amplified in each portfolio’s tax-paid 
investment environment.

Even with recent Federal Budget cuts, many investors still have marginal tax 
rates (MTRs) as high as 41.5 per cent and 46.5 per cent. The critical point is 
that personal tax rates for this investor group can substantially exceed the range 
of effective tax-paid rates applicable at the bond’s investment portfolio level. For 
investors the benefit of a lower effective tax rate translates to higher unit prices 
and improved performance.

Imputation bonds are ideal to structure into client financial plans, accumulation 
of tax-paid lump sums for specific objectives, estate planning and as an accessible 
superannuation alternative.

FIVE THINGS ADVISERS DON’T KNOW ABOUT 
INSURANCE BONDS
1.  Effective tax-paid rates are sub–30 per cent  
for most imputation bond options
Depending on the level of imputation credits and tax deductions, effective  
tax-paid rates used in unit pricing the bond’s 19 options are between 21 per cent 
and 30 per cent. For instance, the Australian shares based portfolios use a 25 per 
cent rate, and notably the lower-end tax rate for Perpetual’s Geared Australian 
Shares Portfolio is only 21 per cent.
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2.  Switching between investment options  
     can be done without tax implications
A little appreciated financial planning feature is that investment 
portfolio switching under an insurance bond “umbrella” does 
not affect the bond’s tax status, nor does it trigger taxable 
events for personal tax or CGT. 

Advisers can, for instance, freely rebalance a client’s bond 
investment menu between say Australian and its international 
equity based managed funds without any taxation implications 
for clients. This is a major comparative advantage when 
modifying a client’s investment strategy against unit trusts 
and master fund structures. The latter involve redemption 
and acquisition transactions resulting in capital gains 
or losses that must be reported and tax liabilities met. 

3.  The new superannuation system opens  
     new frontiers for insurance bonds

Superannuation is undeniably the superior investment/tax 
structure. However, insurance bonds are the next best thing, 
and the recent Federal Budget1 delivers an array of new 
opportunities for insurance bonds and justifies reconsideration 
of this often forgotten/overlooked structure. A few areas of 
likely interest:

❚	 Overcoming super’s estate planning limitations: 
Superannuation is favoured by a lower 15 per cent ongoing 
fund tax, however as against an insurance bond it suffers 
a 16.5 per cent exit tax for “death” distributions to  
non-dependants (importantly, including non-dependant 
children). By contrast insurance bond distributions due 
to death are simply “tax-free” to all recipients regardless 
of dependency. As an estate planning vehicle, insurance 
bonds will in many situations be superior to convey tax 
effective inheritances outside wills/estates (and beyond the 
reach of creditors). 

❚	 Redundancies and golden handshakes: The Federal 
Budget has foreshadowed ending the benefit of rolling over 
these ETP monies into superannuation – thereby making 
them taxable outside super as ordinary investment monies. 
Here, new scope opens for insurance bonds to become 
the default roll-over vehicle. This might have greater 
relevance for the under 50s, even if just for dripping these 
monies into the super system under the new undeducted 
contribution limits.

❚	 Managing the new super “contribution” limits: 
While the new superannuation regime abolishes RBLs, 
it introduces contribution limits that will undoubtedly 
frustrate some clients’ plans for making large undeducted 
super contributions. Here again insurance bonds loom as a 
tax-effective repository structure that is accessible, has no 
preservation restrictions and with significant gearing and 
security versatility.

4.  Insurance bonds are tax-effective – even         

     without 10 years
It is often overlooked that insurance bonds can be very  
tax-effective even within 10 years. First, it needs to be 
appreciated that any potential personal tax is on a deferred basis 
(ie it only applies if withdrawals are made). Secondly, within 
the first 10 years bonds have 30 per cent tax offset benefits. 

Not only is the timing of this tax deferral controllable, 
but withdrawals can be structured over years where the 
30 per cent tax offset can be best utilised (eg such as in 
retirement on a lower MTR, or by a lower MTR bond  
transferee – transfers involve no CGT). It is also little 
appreciated that if the 30 per cent tax offset is not fully not 
absorbed against the bond, it can be used against other tax 
liabilities, including for capital gains and ordinary wages and 
salary income or other investment income.

The other important aspect of tax-effectiveness within 10 
years is that bonds make “tax-free” distributions to surviving 
bond owner(s), nominated beneficiaries and estates when they 
mature due to death. This is a very important estate planning 
outcome for financial planners to grasp.

Of course, after 10 years there is no personal tax whatsoever on 
the bond’s growth - all personal tax assessabilty is eliminated 
and all receipts in the investor’s hands simply become “capital” 
in nature.

 
5.  Imputation bonds have special 
     estate planning tools
Imputation bonds have novel estate planning features that 
work like a de facto will, and can facilitate tax-free investment 
benefits passing outside of normal will, probate and estate 
procedures.

This enables advisers to do some meaningful estate planning 
for clients by appointing multiple bond nominated beneficiaries 
with set or variable entitlements structured to vest either jointly 
or under estate survivorship arrangements. 

Additionally, by using the multiple “lives insured” feature, bond 
investment benefits can continue after the bond owner’s death 
in the hands of the trustee, executor or estate administrator, 
and thereby its investment maturity can be matched to specific 
planning objectives.

 

FINANCIAL PLANNING STRATEGIES  
FOR ImPUTATION BONDS
There are a myriad of possible imputation bond applications 
for accumulating tax-paid lump sums for specific objectives 
into client financial plans. For instance, education financing, 
succession funding arrangements, discharging debt and estate 
planning objectives. Importantly, for younger and higher 

1. Note – The Federal Budget announcements on superannuation are generally still only proposed changes
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MTR clients and the pre-age 60 market superannuation 
is not an accessible investment for meeting such objectives. 
Imputation bonds are ideal for:

❚	 Sinking fund strategies – the accumulation of a lump sum 
for early mortgage payout, discharging geared investments 
and for meeting margin calls.

❚	 Providing for “life-event” contingencies, such as 
endowments, health contingencies and retirement 
accommodation, or perhaps paying up health insurance 
from a certain age.

❚	 A tax-effective and flexible income stream. 

❚	 Assistance with qualifying for government benefits and 
rebates and controlling tax bracket creep.

FINANCIAL PLANNING FOR CHILDREN
Education funding strategies
Imputation bonds are a tax-effective investment to finance a 
child’s education by parents and grandparents. They can lock 
in funding for school fees, tertiary education or career training 
or for discharging a HECS debt. Importantly, parents/
grandparents are able to retain control of the investment. 
 
Children’s advancement bond feature
The children’s advancement bond feature automatically vests 
bond benefits in a child between ages 10 and 25. 

 
Children owning imputation bonds
Imputation bonds can be owned by children as young as age 10 
and are not subject to punitive taxation treatment for children 
owning investments where part of a child’s income might 
otherwise be taxed as high as a 66 per cent MTR.

Children with disabilities  
and maintenance in divorce settlements
Bonds are also ideal for financial provisioning for a child 
or a loved one with a physical or intellectual disability. 
They might also be used as dedicated funds to meet costs of 
financially maintaining children, such as in circumstances  
of a divorce.

SUCCESSION PLANNING APPLICATIONS
Imputation bonds are a useful succession planning tool. 

For instance, an imputation bond can be established 
alongside or incorporated into buy-sell agreements as a 
flexible financing structure to buy-out a business or property 
venture partner or to handle succession of farm interests. 
The transferability of insurance bonds without personal 
tax or CGT implications is a clear benefit in succession  
planning  applications.

OTHER ImPUTATION BOND FEATURES 
Benefits of bond transfer
Imputation bonds can be transferred to others and, 
provided this is done without consideration, generally 
there will be no personal taxation or CGT liabilities for 
either party. Additionally, transfers do no trigger a bond’s  
re-commencement, which is often a misconceived view.  
(A transfer without consideration would include a “gift” to a 
spouse, to a child, or simply shifting bond’s ownership from 
single to joint names.) For tax assessability purposes, the 
new transferee bond owner simply steps into the shoes of the 
former bond owner, and importantly with full preservation of 
the bond’s tax advantaged status. 

TAX ADVANTAGES WITHIN 10 YEARS        TAX ADVANTAGES AFTER 10 YEARS

TAX ADVANTAGES OVER THE BOND’S WHOLE TERM (1 to 99 years)

❚	 “Tax rate arbitrage” and personal tax derferral advantages

❚ Switch portfolios without personal tax implications

❚ Bond ownership is transferable without personal tax or GST

❚	 No personal tax or capital gains tax whilst accumulating

❚ No taxation reporting whilst accumulating

❚ Tax free distributions to surviving bond owner(s), nominated 
beneficiaries and estates when bonds reach maturity by death

❚	 Imputation benefits - a 30% tax offset on withdrawals

❚ 125% rule advantages

❚	 No personal tax or GST on bond investment growth

❚ 125% rule advantages continue

YOUR
INVESTMENT

TERM
(Controllable by you)

YEARS 5            10        15              20

FigURE 1.  TAx AdvAnTAgEs oF bonds
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125 per cent rule benefits
The valuable taxation status of an imputation bond is not 
jeopardised by making additional investment contributions, 
provided these do not exceed 125 per cent of the level of 
contributions made in the previous bond year. 

The attraction of using the 125 per cent rule is that when 
making add-on lump sum investments, or contributing under 
a savings plan, ever increasing levels of additional contributions 
can be made closer and closer to the bond’s optimal post-10 
year period, after which all investment growth is totally free 
from personal tax. 

Importantly, the benefits of the 125 per cent rule by making 
additional investments can be continued by investors beyond 
the 10-year mark. 

 
A set-and-forget investment
Imputation bonds are simple and very cost-effective from a 
taxation reporting and administration perspectives. Basically, 
they are set-and-forget because over the bond’s pre-10 year 
investment accumulation phase and its post-10 year period 
there are no personal taxation or CGT implications, nor any 
tax reporting obligations. Additionally, they are exempt from 
tax file number notification requirements.

 
TAxATION BENEFITS IN A NUTSHELL
❚	 Tax rate arbitrage advantages for higher MTR 

investors.

❚	 Bond earnings fully tax-paid after 10 years.

❚	 Personal tax deferral benefits on investment growth 
accessed before 10 years.

❚	 A 30 per cent tax offset against personal tax for 
withdrawals within 10 years.

❚	 Switching investment options without personal tax  
or CGT .

❚	 No personal tax or CGT reporting during 
accumulation.

❚	 Bond ownership is transferable without personal tax 
or CGT.

❚	 Tax-free distributions to surviving bond owner(s), 
nominated beneficiaries and estates when bonds 
reach maturity by death.


